
10 key guidelines to Start Your 
Anthropology Research Papers – 2022 

 

Anthropology is the study of people from all areas and time and it would be quite a new experience for 

a student and for an essay writer as well to encounter the subject of anthropology. It is further divided 

into subsections: 

 

 

 

1.       Biological/ Physical Anthropology 

 

It deals with the physical and biological aspects of human beings.  Biological anthropologists’ study non-

cultural aspects of humans and near humans in a systematic study. Non-cultural refers to genetically 

inherited characteristics rather than learned. 

 

2.       Cultural Anthropology 
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It talks about the human connection to its culture around the world. They mainly focus on social and 

political organizations subsistence and economic system, marriage pattern and kinship system, and 

religious beliefs of different societies around the world. 

 

3.       Linguistic Anthropology 

 

It concerns the human communication process. They examine the physiology of speech, social and 

cultural influences on speech and writing, the structure and function of language, nonverbal 

communication, how language differs and developed over time. 

 

4.       Archeological Anthropology 

 

It deals with the prehistory and early history of human beings. They uncover the evidence by dating, 

excavating, and analyzing remains by people in the past. 

 

 

Topic Selection 

Since it deals with humanity, the scope of topics in anthropology is very diverse. It is quite a tough 

decision to choose the topic that best suits your area of interest and is researchable. Even in writing an 

essay, before the question of how to WriteMyEssay, it is paramount to decide the topic. It is always 

advisable to carry out pre-research in order to know more about the topic and the areas that need to be 

explored for further research in the field. The structure of the research paper is similar to other research 

papers where you follow all the basic steps.   

 

Bibliographic Resource 

 

There are several online databases where you can find material related to your research.  Most 

importantly the sources need to be authentic and reliable. Especially in the case of anthropology, the 

data or research you are consulting must be a scholarly source and the data should be valid and 

authentic. It is always good to choose from peer-reviewed articles because they are authentic and 

reliable. To ensure impeccable authenticity never rely on some or ask someone to write my essay for me 

rather do it by yourself. Online websites often publish research that is not often accurate and reliable. 

 

Formatting Guidelines 
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Title Page 

 

It includes the title, date, your name, and a number of text pages. Formatting should have a 12 font-size 

with double-sized space. It has to have one-inch margins with the right side being ragged. 

 

Start with making an outline followed by an introduction that introduces the topic and ends with the 

purpose of the paper.  Most importantly the literature review of anthropological research should be 

critically and carefully chosen. Because any piece of research cannot be incorporated or justified as 

correct.  

 

Moreover, while incorporating a quote or a paragraph try to make it as short as possible. Because 

anthropological research is mostly very lengthy, so cut it short only by stating the main point is 

mastery.  Use simple and common and academic language. Avoid colloquialism and unnecessary 

contractions. Sentence structures and subject-verb agreement should be appropriate.  

 

Do not use vague or ambiguous sentences. All the claims and main points should be backed by logically 

organized evidence and reason. The sources that have been mentioned in the in-text citation must have 

a reference in the bibliography list. There has been a discrepancy in essay writing service, in this regard, 

so better you cross-check it even if you seek their help. A proper citation not only acknowledges the 

work of the other authors you used but also attests authenticity and validity to your research. 

Moreover, the bibliographic information helps the reader reach the source you have mentioned.   
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